As parishes merge does the statement in Bishop to enquire under Canon C28?

Self supporting Ministers:

Prayer wearing of alb or surplice with stole or scarf for services should the Canon be enforced more to licensed, lay ministry mean that terminology and people reading as opposed to be licensed as for the public about who can 'do' a funeral?

unlicensed ministers like Jonathan Blake (of Jade Goody fame!) but should there be safeguards log book (or one Church Property Register) for all the churches in the parish, with sub parish must have and maintain its own terrier, inventory and log book (albeit in combined form Churchwardens' responsibilities for Church records
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have any meat taste.

gravies made from them. Salt and freshwater… fish, amphibians, reptiles and shellfish are

pastors and parents are to see to it that minors who are not bound by the law of fast and

Canon 1252:

served on Ash Wednesday and on the Friday of the Passion and Death of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

bishops is to be observed on Fridays throughout the year…; abstinence and fast are to ob-

of Canon Law specifies that:

souls shall give adequate public notice, in any way which is locally convenient, of the Feast Days

Canon B 7 Of the giving notice of Feast Days and Fast Days

observed by prayer with meditation on the death and Passion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Book of Common Prayer

Abstinence and the Vigils which are to be observed in the Church of England are set out in

Canon B 6 Of Sundays and other days of special observance
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Welcome to the Lenten edition of Gospel and Law which I hope will be

–

A chance to consider the relationship between the array of holidays celebrated throughout Lent including the significance of Lenten observance, such observance under the terms of the licence Richard III will be reburied within St Martin's

York Minster may be regarded as such a burial ground, it seems certain that

of Leicester to "be deposited [the remains] at Jewry Wall Museum or else be

park, it seems sensible to deduce that the ruins no longer remain consecrated

bearing in mind the ruinous state of the church and its burial beneath the car

for ever from the common uses of mankind", ecclesiastical law recognises that

"Except in cases where a body is removed from one consecrated place of burial

under the provisions of section 25 of the Burial Act 1857. Such a licence,

have discovered the remains of Richard III under a car park in Leicester within

apparently also a hope that the bones of Alfred the Great may be found in the

such it appears to have been) to have been a mediaeval forgery. There is

Bicester that were at first thought to belong to St Ethelburga, the daughter of a

[2004] Fam 125). More recently bones were found in an ancient churchyard in

c) In 2003 a faculty was refused by the Chichester Consistory Court to exhume the putative

by the Chichester Consistory

In 2003 a faculty was refused

-